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Abstract: Gesture segmentation is the first and the most critical step in continuous sign language recognition.
It is the task of interpreting and spotting meaningful hand gestures from continuous hand gesture sequences
with non-sign transitional hand movements. In this paper, an automatic and simple approach for continuous
gesture segmentation is presented. The method employs contrast adjustment and motion detection analysis
to determine the start and end points of each individual moving gestures from a series of continuous gestures.
When each individual gestures have been extracted, it would be then easier to do classification and recognition
of the gestures. Results show that the proposed approach is robust and able to segment individual gestures
correctly.
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INTRODUCTION methods are being tested on areal continuous sign

Sign language is a special language used among the as youtube. This makes the proposed available methods
deaf people that depends on movements and vision. Now, be questioned in terms of its practicality and accuracy in
it is being used in human-machine interaction, virtual recognizing sign language gestures. Hence, showing the
reality, video games and etc. [1]. In recent years, people importance of gesture segmentation.Since the duration of
are increasingly more interested in seeking a natural and a gesture (static or dynamic) is variable this canbe a
harmonious environment for human-computer interaction, difficult task. Several approaches have been explored to
that is, they hope that a computer can accurately perceive deal with the problem of gesture segmentation, some of
various human expressions including natural language, them simply based on the definition of a threshold value,
sign language and facial language. Therefore, the research others with more complexity [4].
on the recognition of sign language attracts more and The segmentation ambiguity problem concerns how
more researchers [2]. In order for the computer to to determine when a gesture starts and when it ends in a
understand sign language, it is important to extract and continuous hand trajectory. As the motion switches from
recognize the hand gestures of the signer. Several one gesture to another, the hand makes an intermediate
methods have been proposed for gesture recognition, movement between the two gestures. Without knowing
which includes hand region detection and hand feature the gesture boundaries, reference patterns have to be
extraction  [3] as part of the pre-processing steps. matched with all possible segments of input signals,
However, most of the proposed methods are only dealing transitional motions may meaningful  ones.  The other
with short clips of gestures that have been cut nicely. Few difficulty of gesture spotting

language videos that are available on many websites such
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comes from the fact that the same gesture varies In [9], the start and end points of gestures are based
dynamically in shape and duration, even for the same on the competitive differential observation probability
gesture. An ideal recognizer will extract gesture segments value, which is determined by the difference of
from the same of different gesture. observation probability value of maximal gesture models

Some research works attempt to recognize the and non-gesture model. The key gesture starts (ends)
dynamic or moving gestures, however, they are limited to when the value of competitive differential observation
one gesture per video clip in which the gesture has probability changes from negative to positive (positive to
already been segmented manually. The available methods negative). To reduce the states of the non-gesture model,
will fail if the clip has more than one continuous gestures. model reduction which merges similar probability
This is because the hand most gesture recognition distributions states based on relative entropy is used.
methods are not capable of detecting the starting and Many current approaches still suffer from the
ending points of the meaningful gestures [5]. limitation of accuracy, speed and robustness. This makes

This paper attempts to propose a method to the gesture interaction indirect and unnatural. To face the
automatically and efficiently segment a continuous stream mentioned challenges, a forward gesture spotting method
of sign language gestures robustly by detecting the is proposed, which simultaneously handles the hand
starting and ending points of the meaningful gestures so gesture spotting and recognition in stereo colour image
that recognition can be done accurately. Gesture sequences without time delay. To spot meaningful
recognition involves many different tasks and problems gestures accurately, a stochastic method for designing a
of its own and they are primarily concerned with a non-gesture model with HMMs are proposed with no
solution to the problemof discriminating two or more training data. The non-gesture model provides the
fluidly connected gestures (the segmentation problem) confidence measure and is used as an adaptive threshold
because this problem is complex and does not offer itself to find the start and the end points of meaningful gestures
to a trivial solution [6]. which are embedded in the input video stream [10].

The gesture segmentation approaches were One of the main concern of gesture recognition is
implemented usually by setting the threshold in the RGB how to segment some meaningful gestures from a
colour space so that the pixels in the hand gesture region continuous sequence of motions. In other words, it needs
are separated from the background on an image. But these to spot the start point and the end point of a gesture
approaches were seriously impacted by the lighting pattern. This is considered a highly difficult process
condition [7]. because gestures have segmentation ambiguities and

In this paper, a method of gesture segmentation is spatial–temporal variability. The first property is caused
presented for sign language. It integrates the technology by the fact that we do not know exactly when a gesture
of motion target detection and skin colour detection to starts  and  ends in a continuous sequence of motions.
segment the meaningful region of gestures from the video The second property is caused by the fact that the same
image sequence for the next step of the gesture feature gesture varies in shape, duration and trajectory, even for
extraction. the same person [11]. 

Related Work: The overall problem in computer vision is Proposed Approach: First of all, it is necessary to obtain
building robust systems, where higher-level modules can the  hand  gesture segmentation in the image captured.
tolerate  inaccuracies  and  ambiguous   results  from The method is summarized in Fig. 1. It consists of Frame
lower-level modules. This problem arises naturally in the Acquisition, RGB to Grayscale Conversion, Contrast
context of gesture recognition to existing recognition Adjustment and Segmentation phase.
methods typically require as input (presumably obtained
from faultless lower-level modules) either the location of Frame Acquisition: The frame from video of the sign of
the gesturing hands or the start and end frame of each an ASL alphabet with a plane background is acquired.
gesture. Computer vision system must perform both The plane background is used for simplicity of
spatial and temporal gesture segmentation. Spatial gesture segmentation process.
segmentation is the problem of determining where the
gesture occurs, i.e., where the gesturing hand(s) are RGB to Grayscale Conversion: Gesture image in each
located in each video frame. Temporal gesture frame is converted into a gray image. In this case, the
segmentation is the problem of determining when the process involved eliminating the hue and saturation
gesture starts and ends [8]. information while retaining the luminance component.
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Fig. 1: The proposed approach for gesture segmentation point is considered to have no changes shown in Eq. 3. 
from a continuous stream of gestures

Fig. 2: Relationship of Pixel Values to Display Range satisfactory. Based on some rules, we labelled the start
based on Contrast Adjustment frame and end frame of the dynamic gesture. The rules will

Intensity

= 0.2989 * red + 0.5870 * green + 0.114 * blue (1) Fig.  2. This  is  based  on the following assumptions.

Gray is unchanged. Third, the motion targets were not

= 0.2989 * rgb(:,:,1) + 0.5870 * rgb (:,:,2) +1140 * rgb (:,:,3) At each frame, the RGB colour scheme is converted
(2) into grayscale in order to reduce the colour dimension.

Contrast Adjustment: An image is said to be lacking in the contrast to separate the colour of the skin with the
terms of contrast whenever the difference between black colour of the non-skin object. Next, we perform
and white is not sharp. To change the contrast of an binarization on the frame where N  represents the
image, we perform contrast stretching. In this process, resulting  frame  after  the binarization process. If N is
two values are specified namely the minimum and equal to 1 we will grab the next frame and perform the
maximum value. Then, any pixel values that is below the above-mentioned processes again shows in Eq. 4.
minimum values will be displayed as black and the pixel
values that is above the maximum values will be displayed |N  – (N  – 1)|<T (4)
as white. The pixel values that are between the minimum
and  maximum  values  are  displayed  as  shades of gray. For each of the frame N where N > 1, after the
In our case, the minimum and maximum specified values binarization process, we perform subtraction between the
are set as 0.49 and 0.5 (setting a very narrow window current frame and the previous frame. This is similar to
between minimum and maximum) respectively because we background subtraction except that our approach uses
want to maximize the contrast. The contrast adjustment is binary images to detect the hands’ movement. However,
done to separate the background that is normally darker some noise also exists. Hence, we perform dilation with a
than the face and hands which are normally lighter as disk of radius 1 as the structuring element in order to
shown in Fig. 2. remove the unwanted noise. The background subtraction

Segmentation: Once the hands and face have been
extracted through contrast adjustment, the movement will
be analysed. In order to do this, the frame will be
converted into a binary image. Then, the current frame
containing the extracted hand and face will be subtracted
with the previous frame that also contains the extracted
hand and face. Each pixel in the results of the subtraction
is compared with a pre-set threshold. If the pixel value is
bigger than a given threshold, then the image at the pixel
point is considered to have changes. If the pixel value is
smaller than a given threshold, then the image at the pixel

(3)

where, ƒ(x, y) is the pixel value of the previous image
frame at (x, y), ƒ(x, y) is the pixel value of the current frame
image at (x, y), d(x, y) is the pixel value of the difference
frame image at (x, y), T is the threshold value. It is found
in the experiment that whenthe threshold value ranges
from 5 to 20, the image segmentation results are quite

be described in the following section on detail algorithm.

Detail Algorithm: Our proposed method is illustrated in

First, the camera is fixed. Second, the background image

obscured.

Then, contrast adjustment is applied in which we increase
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with noise removal process produces a cluster of pixels
that represent only the hands’ motion. A big cluster
represents fast motion produced. A number of white
pixels are then counted and compared with a value T. If
the number of white pixels is less than T, the current frame
is considered to contain no motion (Move =FALSE),N

otherwise, there is some motion involved (Move =TRUE).N

In our case, the value of T is set to 5. Any number of
pixels which is less than or equal to 5 is negligible to be
considered as a valid motion.

In our method, each static gesture will be labelled as
zero (G  = 0). For dynamic gestures, if there is motionN

involved in the current frame and previous frame, then the
current frame will be labelled as having the same group of
gestures as the previous frame (G  = G ). The start of aN N-1

new dynamic gesture happens when there is motion
involved in the current frame but not in the previous
frame. Therefore, we assign (G  = new gesture). The value Fig. 3: ASL Frame SequencesN

of ‘new gesture’ is just an integer that will be incremented
by one whenever the start of a new dynamic gesture is
detected.

RESULTS

The experiments were done using Matlab. The sign
language video obtained from the Youtube as well as the Based on Table 1 above, most of the time our method
StartASL website (www.start-american-sign- is able to segment the frame according to the
language.com). The following extracted images of a benchmarked segmentation. However, due to the
sequence will show the results of gestures segmentation complexity  of  the  videos  taken,   our   method  have
in several situations. over segmented some gestures into two or three gestures.

Fig. 4: The sequence frame of Sign Action

Fig. 5: Segmentation of the sequence frame Action

N is the number of Frames excluding the start and end
frames produce on Eq. 5.

a  denote the probability of making a transition betweenij

frames S  and S .i j

(5)
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Table 1: Result of ASL video from Expert Village
Continuous ASL stream

Benchmark Our method
(frame number) (frame number)
------------------------ ------------------------

Sign (T=5) Start End Start End
MY 1 28 1 27

29 31
NAME 32 62 33 55

56 59
R 82 94 65 94

96 100
A 112 135 117 123

124 126
134 135

C 146 161 146 152
157 158

H 173 185 175 180
E 187 201 190 198
L 204 210 208 215
END 213 230 216 230

Fig. 6: Comparison of ASL video (a) start Action(b) End
Action

This is because the signer are showing certain gestures
twice or three times as an act of affirmation which is
always happening for continuous sign language
applications. For practical usage of our method, we can
easily rectify this by comparing each end frame with the
previously detected end frame. If it is of high correlation,
we can conclude that the current sequence belongs to the
previous sequence.

Fig. 7: Comparison video from Expert Village
(a) Start Actions,  (b) End Actions

Table 2: Result of ASL video from Start ASL
Continuous Asl Stream

Benchmark Our method
(frame number) (frame number)
------------------------ -------------------------

Sign (T=20) Start End Start End
YOU 1 29 5 29
LEARN 35 67 35 67
SIGN 68 109 68 127
END 110 148 128 148

For Table 2,  the ASL phrase is “Are you learning
sign language?’ which has been translated to continuous
gestures of “YOU,  LEARN,  SIGN?” in ASL. The
segmentation is almost perfect except for the SIGN part
where the signer did not pause after doing the sign before
ending it. This will produce a problem if the system is
having less than 30 frame rate. The problem can perhaps
be overcome if there is higher frame rate for the videos
where it can capture the short pause between gestures.

CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

This paper proposes an automatic and simple gesture
segmentation method from continuous streams of
gestures. The method employs contrast adjustment and
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motion detection analysis to determine the start and end 5. Thomas,  M.C. and A. Pradeepa,  2014. A
points of each individual moving gestures from a series of Comprehensive Review On Vision Based Hand
continuous gestures. Results show that the proposed Gesture Recognition Technology. International
approach is robust and able to segment individual Journal,  2(1): 303-310.
gestures by effectively labelling the start and end frame. 6. Xin-Yan,  C., L. Hong-fei  and Z. Ying-Yong,  2010.
The proposed method can segment hand gesture from Gesture segmentation based on monocular vision
complex backgrounds and different illumination using skin color and motion cues. in Editor
conditions. For future works,  the method will be applied (Ed.)^(Eds.): ‘Book Gesture Segmentation Based on
to gesture recognition module in which it has the potential Monocular Vision Using Skin Color and Motion
to recognize gesture in real time. Cues’ pp: 358-362.
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